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World Mental Health Week was organized
in Holy Child Sr. Sec. School by counselling
and learning centre of the school from
October 7, 2020 to October 11, 2020 on
virtual platform. The event focused on
promoting the importance of mental health
and emotional wellbeing as well as to
address the stigma related to mental
health. Various events were planned for
classes Nursery to 12 including webinar for
Parents and Teachers around Mental
Health and Well-Being. 

We would like to express sincere gratitude
to our Principal, Sr. Mallika and our
Manager, Sr. Elsy for their constant support
and guidance throughout the event. A big
thank you to all the teachers and parents
for making the event a success.

- Counselling and Learning Centre

MENTAL HEALTH WEEK
CELEBRATIONS at HCS

"God has created human beings in his own
image and likeness. He wants everyone to be
happy always. Meditation and positive thinking
are the two ways one can remain mentally
healthy. So be positive, be happy and be
healthy. God bless all"

Sr. Mallika
Principal

"MENTAL HEALTH IS NOT A DESTINATION, IT IS A PROCESS. IT
IS ABOUT HOW YOU DRIVE, NOT WHERE YOU'RE GOING"

[Jasreen Minocha (XII-B)]

Message from the Principal's Desk



MOVIE SCREENING 
FOR NURSERY 

AND KINDERGARTEN

DAY
01

Thought-provoking Movie Screening for Nursery
and Kindergarten was held on October 07, 2020 on
the virtual platform. The teachers encouraged our
little minds to reflect upon their feelings and helped
them to verbalize their emotions. Later it was
followed by a recreational activity for the students
to make emojis about their state of mind. Students
learned to differentiate between the various
emotions. 

"MOVIES HAVE THE POWER TO CONVEY
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIENCES, AS IT

WERE, THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER FOR
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE CHARACTER"

-ANONYMOUS



'Expressing Myself through Art' was conducted on October 08, 2020. This event was
conducted to highlight the child’s free self-expression. Self-expression was enabled through
drawing, painting, sketching, poster-making on any theme that came to their mind. Students
were free to express their feelings, thoughts and emotions through colours, crayons or
paints. The activity was more of a stress-buster and gave an insight into the feelings of a
child. It was observed that many students expressed their attachment towards family,
friends, home and nature. Some express their sadness about missing their school, playing
outside and even fear of coronavirus. It was enthralling to see students expressing their
emotions with vibrant colours.

EXPRESSING MYSELF
THROUGH ART FOR

CLASSES I-V

DAY
02

[Prabhleen Kaur (V-B)]

THE CORONA-FEARTHE CORONA-FEARTHE CORONA-FEAR

[Ananya Gupta (V-C)]

[Ishita Prabhakar (V-B)]

[Midhuna Shiju (III-C)]

[Arya Dhawan (I-D)]

[Chaitanya Grover (II-B]

[Diljot Kaur (V-B)]

[Ishroop Kaur (V-D)]



SELF EXPRESSION (I-V)SELF EXPRESSION (I-V)SELF EXPRESSION (I-V)

[Adwita Dixit (IV-D)]

[Angel Gihar (IV-B)]

[Adwika Prakash (V-C)][Advika Kaintura (III-D)] [Anshika Sharma (II-B)]

[Ashpreet Kaur (I-C)]
[Radhika Vig (I-D)]

[Gauri Dhupar (II-A)]
[Shreeya Singh (V-A)]

[Saesha Dwivedi (II-B)]
[Khanak Pahwa (V-C)]

[Sakshi Sankla (V D)][Shagun Sachdeva (III-B)]

[Aradhya Rout (V-B)]



SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)

[Chahat Tandon (VII-D)]

[Kulveen Kaur (VII-B)]

[Saumyata Pandey (VII-B)]

[Arya Shukla (VI-D)]

[Sania Sinha (VIII-B)]

[Siddhi (VI-D)]
[Harshita Gupta (VI-A)]

[Risha Kaushik (VII-C)] [Divyata (VII-C)][Tanushka (VII-B)]

[Sheena Lau (VI-A)]

[Dilpreet Kaur Sabharwal (VI-D)}



MY ROAD TO POSITIVITY
A few years ago I wouldn't be very happy
and positive. I would always think that i am
not good at anything but then in this year
when we got quarantined, I got to see my
inner beauty, what things I could do and
not do and which would help me be more
positive. There were many steps I would
take to reach my goal such as watching
other people be positive would also make
me be more productive and positive. In this
I took the help of my parents. The habits I
added were waking up early and always
being grateful. These helped me to be
much more positive and happier. My
favourites during this time were fruits and
delicious recipes. In this period of being
positive I also tried to leave a few habits
which were biting nails and sleeping late.
This made me be more positive and happy.
The action I took was listening to nice and
cheering music because whenever I listen
to cheering music it automatically makes
me happy.

-Lakshita Khanna (VII-B)

THE QUEST
The search of truth keeps me 

 Walking in the uncharted lands 
When I see myself in tears Walking

in with the harsh 
Of the angel of the god 

Where I used to see myself alone  
And now I am standing with 

"MY WHOLE WORLD " 
Being slipped and got down 

To the lying down mountains and
then got pushed up to the  Clouds

of that haven 
Listening to the call of my heart To

never give up !  
Made this call come to real Was the

angel of the god 
"MY WHOLE WORLD" 

And that’s what my journey Takes
me to my path 

With the words of the god Will
continue my journey 

To the right path
-Dishika Chadha (VIII-B)

SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)SELF EXPRESSION (VI-VII)

[Rakshita Bajaj (VII-D)]

HEALTHY BODY HEALTHY MIND
Healthy body healthy mind 

Always to them be kind 
Never let health go

Otherwise, what will u know 

Diet, exercise are some keys 
U can get them without fees

Which will lead u find 
 a healthy body & mind

It’s a nature's gift… 
The language of money doesn’t work here

And that is the reason 
It doesn’t matter rich or poor

Healthy body and an active mind 
Once sick can’t make good things rewind 
Beware of taking too much of everything 

Good health and wealth are the best things.
-Sharanya (VI-C)

TAKE A STAND 
Nothing is greater than mental health,

Not even our greedy wealth.
Awareness about mental health is needed, 

Not to be treated as a plant weeded.
Many people just don't understand

to take a stand.

Its high time. 
How can someone think,

Mental health to be small.
Just give advises in a blink,

And feel that's all. 
-Harshleen Kaur (VI-C)

JOURNEY TOWARDS MYSELF
Every Person in the world who is in the journey of life has to undergo some changes.  So have I.
Not only physical changes .Here I am talking about mental changes .Like  when I was a little kid
happiness for me was when my father brought something  special tasty or interesting things
for me . Now my happiness lies in the prospect  of getting good marks in exam and off course
travelling. !! Earlier my greatest fear  was –it was something silly. What I feared the most was
that my mother might  forget to pick me from the school. If that happened I would have to stay
in the  school overnight. And how can I forget ‘Spiders’. It might sound silly but even now I  fear
the tinier of the tiniest spider. And Honestly I still imagine scary and hairy  spiders creeping on
my bed when I am fast asleep. Scary! 
But as I grew up I realized that life had more exciting chapters in store for me. I also  learned
new skills like swimming, Skating and dancing. I also realized that books are  my BFF-Best
Friend Forever. Reading a good book gives me the ultimate satisfaction.  In the journey of
rediscovering mayself, recently I achieved a major milestone. My  reading of the Bhagwad
Geeta-the Ultimate source of Enlightenment. Reading the Geeta made me realize the
importance of empathy & compassion and also offering  whatever we do as sacrifice to The
Supreme Soul. I also realized the importance of  KARMA in one’s life. Now I understand that
only being anxious about my result is of  no use. Being a student my priority would be giving my
best in everything I am  supposed to do. I should do my work without worrying much about the
result. Reading the Bhagwad Geeta has made me a better human being. And I shall always  be
thankful to my father who inspired me to read the Holy Book. 

-Srestha Purkayastha (VI-A)

-Niharika Chawla (VII-D)



MY JOURNEY
TOWARDS MYSELF FOR

CLASSES VI-VIII

DAY
03

My Journey Towards Myself was organized on October 09, 2020 for the students of classes
VI to VIII. Our journey define and teaches us about life. We all are travelers of our journey but
we rarely express the road map to our destination. This activity enabled our students to think
about their journey by picking up their destination and create a poster, slogan, road-map,
essay or poem on it. This destination could be Happiness, Positivity, Confidence,
Mindfulness, Well Being, Love, Peace or any other destination of their choice. 

Ms. Simmi Abraham and Ms. Shruti
Dogra used story-telling method to
elaborate upon the concepts of
mindfulness and self-confidence. 

Ms. Yashaushwani and Ms. Deepti also
conducted hands-on mindfulness
session for students to express the idea
experientially. 

Exemplary art work and literary
creativity was exhibited by the students.
It was new experience for students to
reflect upon their journey and construct
a road-map around the same. They
performed the activity with  enthusiasm. 

[Hrishita Das (VI-D)]

[Bhavika Soni (VI-A)]

[Saanvi Khandelwal (VIII-D)]



OPEN MIC ON MENTAL
HEALTH FOR CLASSES

IX-XII

DAY
04

EXPRESSIONS INDIA:  NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF ADOLESCENT PEER EDUCATORS FOR
POSITIVE MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING

It created a safe space for sharing
personal experiences, self-reflection,
and addressing challenges faced in
their lives. It takes a lot of courage
and strength to accept and talk about
inner feelings. It was an overwhelming
experience for all students who
participated in the event. It also
motivated the students to take a step
towards breaking the stigma and
normalizing the discussion around
Mental Health.

Students from classes IX-XII also
participated in 'National Conference of
Adolescent Peer Educators for Positive
Mental Health and Well-Being'
conducted by Expressions India. The
session was inaugurated by Dr. Joseph
Emmanuel (Director, Academics,
CBSE). Eminent resource persons such
as Dr. Jitender Nagpal, Mr. Yuvraj
Malik, Ms. Geeta Mehrotra spoke about
the relevance of mental health in
enriching 21st Century Skills in the
context of NEP 2020. 

Open Mic on Mental Health was held on October 10, 2020. Ms. Aayushi Tanwar, Psychologist was
invited to moderate the session for the students. It gave our students a ‘Safe Zone’ to express their
thoughts, ideas, experiences around self-acceptance, sensitizing people to listen to said and unsaid
cry, facing their fears, body-image. 



WEBINAR FOR PARENTS
ON MENTAL HEALTH

AND WELL-BEING

DAY
05

A webinar on Mental Health and
Well-Being was conducted on
October 11, 2020 for parents of
HCS to discuss the various ways
and strategies to de-stress
themselves. 

Dr. Anjuman Bains, counselling
psychologist and PhD in
Psychology, discussed the effects
of stress on well-being and gave
effective tips to parents to manage
themselves during the COVD-19.

Dr. Chhavi Mittal Goyal,
developmental psychologist and
PhD in psychology discussed
about importance of self-
awareness and gratitude in
managing children and enhancing
positive relationships.

Dr. Chhavi Mittal Goyal Dr. Anjuman Bains

F e e d b a c k  f r o m  P a r e n t s

 ''I just want to give big thanks to HCS family
for organizing  such a very  useful webinar.

It's really very beneficial for parents''
(Parent of Gourangi Mehta, III D)

''It was good session as parents got many
solutions  to their problems''

(Parent of Saanjhvi Gandhi, IX D)

''The session overall was very informative &
enriching, learned a lot from it. Thank you to
the trainers & all school staff for organising

this session in such hard times'' 
(Parent of Agamjot Kaur, Nursery A) 

''It was a very informative webinar during
this period of stress and mental imbalance

among some people.  Thank you''
(Parent of Bhavika Soni, VI A) 



Support & Facilitation by
Ms. Deepti Joy 

(Special Educator)

Front
[Top to Bottom] Rudrakshi Bhasin (VII-A),
Ann Riya Selvi (XI-D), Manasvi Mishra (VI-D)
Simran Kaur (VIII-D)

Back
Devika Kapoor (VIII-D)

Created & Edited by
 Ms. Yashaushwani
(School Counsellor)
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